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Introduct i on
The purpose of this thesis is to design and develop fourteen
posters to enhance cultural visibility of the City of Rochester,
New York. I have attempted to write a picture book with fourteen
pages of graphic language which express and tell about the
feelings and impressions of real places.
After the analytical and synthetic stages of research,
thirteen art organizations of five different art categories were
chosen to represent the arts in the community. Then a chart of
design methodology was developed. My goal of design is to find
the best solution. Making a creative decision is a part of the
solution. The organization chart and grid were used as guides
and references to make creative decisions, such as achieving
unity and continuity throughout the project.
After completing the outline sketches, the Artronics PC
2000 computer was employed to generate the images. These
computers worked as a camera, photographic darkroom and art
studio. Black and white photographs were scanned by using the
grab function on the Artron 2000, and these digitized images
were transferred to the Artronics PC 2000 through the Transfer
program. Transferred images were manipulated, enhanced and
transformed,
The P.C. paint program is a menu driven module which has
many special functions. For instance, geometric shapes on the
background of these posters were developed with draw, colorcopy,
spread and shade menus. Photographic images were recreated by
color shift, rotating, reducing, and enlarging images with the
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copy function. Images were sometimes overlayed to produce
mul t i p 1 ane effects.
Finally, computer images were transferred to photographic
film to make prints. Typography was designed on a grid and was
superimposed on top of each print with a positive high contrast
film. The Compugraphic Editwriter 7500 was employed for
typesett ing.
I . The Research
A. The Analytical Stage
1. Study of Outline of the Project
The City of Rochester has a rich cultural
background. Deciding which areas of art that would be
represented was not an easy task. Naturally, general art
categories, such as museums, art galleries, dance,
theatre and music were starting points of the study.
Books from the library were the first resource. From
tour guides and history books of Rochester, relevant
information about the arts were accumulated. Among the
the many art organizations, those which are well-known
to the community of Rochester were listed in different
categor ies.
a. Museums; Strong Museum, Rochester Museum & Science
Center, International Museum of Photography
at the George Eastman House, Genesee Country
Museum
b. Galleries; Memorial Art Gallery, Shoe String Gallery
c. Music; Eastman Theater, Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra
d. Theatre; Opera Theatre of Rochester, GeVa Theatre,
The Downstairs Cabaret
e. Dance; Bucket Dance Theatre
f. Literary Art; Public Libraries, Writers and Books
In connection with these art categories, are numorous
annual art events. For example, Highland Bowl is a v&ry
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traditional community performing art event and the Corn
Hill Art Show is a very familiar visual arts festival.
2. Identity
After a meeting with Judy Kaplan, Director of Arts
for Greater Rochester, arts categories were reorganized
to identify the characteristics of each more clearly. A
category of Educating Artists was added in order to
represent the art schools in the area. Reorganized
categories are as follows;
a. Visual Arts
b. Perf ormi ng Arts
c. Cultural History
d. Li terary Arts
e . Educat i ng Art i sts
B. Synthetic Stage
All the fragments of information and ideas were
gathered and stacked in the order of the categories. At
this stage, thirteen art organizations were chosen. These
organizations were;
1. Visual Arts; Memorial Gallery, Public Arts (Twist,
Wings, Architecture etc.)
2. Performing Arts; Eastman Theatre, Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra, Bucket Dance, GeVa Theatre,
Highland Park Bowl
3. Cultural History; Strong Museum, Eastman House,
Rochester Museum & Science Center
4. Literary Arts; Writers and Books
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5. Educating Artists; Eastman School of Music
Rochester Institute of Technology
The posters for those thirteen art organizations and a title
poster composed a series of fourteen posters.
C. Design Methodology
1 . Goal and Purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate
problems of the project and to look for solutions. My
goal was to set up guide lines and references. The
design methodology became a tool which was used to
achieve harmony, natural flow of design, unity and
continuity throughout the project.
2. Development of a Chart
By extending the ideas into larger contents which
describe every possible problem, a large-scale chart was
drawn. The purpose of using a larger size paper was to
easily recognize all of the contents on the chart.
Color, tone, hue, type, size relationships, etc.
were some very important considerations. An extensive
list was made. Describing the problem is a part of
the design solution. By going through such an
intellectual process, the design solution became more
complete and creative. The chart was only a frame work,
and was not a restriction by any means. It was a way of
seeking a tentative visual solution to the design
probl em. (Fi gure 1 . )
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Chart for Design Methodology
Typography Image Photograph Symbol Priority Color H je Com Diexity Organ zation TypeWeight ISize&v
I
islbilily Design Approach |
1. Title Poster
""
2. George Eastman House c
c
c
p
p
v
v
p
p
LI
p
E
E
^^
Light Red Less Simple Functional Light Small & Low Single Layer
3. Rochester Museum &
Science Center
^^
.
Red I
!
1
4. Woodbury
Strong Museum ^ Red i ! '
5. Eastman Theatre
,
Blue ! I
6. R. P. 0 Blue
I
' !
7. Arts in
Public Places
^^ ^ Da k Yell. Mu Ity Com oiex Experi nental Bold Large & High Multy LayerA
8. Memorial Art Yell. I
Gallery
9. Bucket Dance / I I Blue I
;
,
I I
[
10 Geva Theatre I i Blue
11 Writers & Boohs ^ Purp.
12. Highland Bowl
^
! Blue
13. Eastman School
of Music
s>
Grey ! I !
I
14. R. I. T. -"
"" Light Grey Less Sim le Fund onal Light ! Small * Low Single Layer i
*C: Cultural History Red
'E: Education in Arts Grey
"P: Performing Arts Blue
'LI Literary Arts Purple
*V. Visual Arts Yellow
(Figure 1 . )
D. Communication stage
Visiting the art organizations was essential. The
project was introduced to them and the chart of design
methodology was presented. By asking them certain
questions about their own views and thoughts regarding
the organizations, 1 learned many specific facts which
were not on any written materials, and very helpful
hints toward understanding them. After an exchange of
ideas, representatives of the organizations provided
various documentary material such as books, brochures,
pamphlets and actual photographs of events. The graphic
designer must communicate well with clients in order
to understand their needs and intentions.
II. First Visual Solution
A. Outl ine Desi gn
To find a direction of the design, thumb nail
sketches were drawn to plan space, angles and dynamics.
The object of this stage was to develop a consistent
pattern of shapes that would achieve continuity. As a
result, the geometric shapes were composed as backgrounds,
These shapes connect from panel to panel with continuing
1 ines, and angl es.
Art categories were delineated by different colors.
In other words, a color-coded system was used for visual
effectiveness. The coded colors are;
1 . Vi sual Arts; yel low
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2. Performing Arts; blue
3. Cultural History; red
4. Literary arts; purple
5. Educat i ng Art i sts; grey
<Figure 2.)
B. Design Scheme
At this stage, choosing proper photographs from the
random collection of materials was critical. The following
are guidelines for selecting the photographs:
1. Does the image accurately portray the intention of the
design?
2. Does the image have simplicity, legibility and clarity?
3. In case of selecting more than one image for one
organization, do those images relate to one another?
Decision of the quantity, size and position of photos was
made according to design methodology. Also, progression of
tonality, hue, size relationships of the photos were
planned throughout the posters. As the chart indicates,
the project started with a title poster which presents
a color coded system. From the second poster, 'Eastman
House', to the seventh, 'Art! City Spaces, People Places'
all design elements were progressive. As a result, the
overall composition became more complicated, yet did not
deviate from the original grid system. But the progression
reversed toward the fourteenth poster, 'Rochester Institute
of Technology', which has a relatively simpler composition.
(Figure 3.)
Fioure 2.)
Figure 3.)
1 . Arts in Rochester 2, Eastman House 3. Rochester Museum
and Science Center
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4 . Strong Museum 5. Eastman Theatre
6. Rochester
Ph i 1 harmon i c
Orchestra
-SO-
7, Publ ic Arts 8. Memorial Art Gallery
9. Bucket Dance Theatre
-IS-
10. GeVa Theatre 11 . Wr i ters and Books 12. Highland Park Bowl
13 Eastman
School of
Mus i c
14. Rochester
Institute of
Technol ooy
At this point, I had to step back from the work and ask
several questions to decide the following:
1. What are the possible ways to develop these images and
how complicated are the processes?
2. What could be the problems with each process, and do I
have enough experience or knowledge about them?
3. Which process would present more exciting and effective
results, yet be economic in effort and budget.
The following is a study of this matter.
Studio Graphic Design Computer graphic Design
Techn ique
Mater i al
&
Equ i pment
Cost
Advantage
Disadvant
ages
airbrush, stat,
photographic, silk screen
airbrush paints & equip.
stat films & receivers,
silk screen materials,
photographic materials
dif f icul t to calcul ate
The result is totally up
to my abi 1 1 i ty .
The size of final work is
flexible.
-must use different lab
equ ipment
-technical difficulty of
Photo man ipulat ion
-complicate process
Paint System of Artronics
PC 2000
Floppy disks & computers
cost for disks, film and
pr ints
Computers have many
capabilities to develop
effectively.
Process is much simpler,
faster and easier.
The size of final products
(prints) are limited for
one's budget .
Images on the screen might
be distorted when they are
pr inted.
-availability of computers
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III. Second Visual Solution
Upon comparing studio graphic design and computer
graphics, it was discovered that computer graphics is
a simpler procedure. 1 also realized that 1 could make
images by using the computer with paint program even though
I do not have enough knowledge of photographic technology.
So, I decided that computer graphics was a better way for me
to approach this particular project. I decided to explore
the paint system of Artronics 2000 and PC 2000. Since then,
these computers and I became the image makers.
Computer Technology and Basic Information
Artronics 2000 and PC 2000 computers are almost the
same in terms of operating and functions.
Both of these computers consists of five major
components .
a. the computer processor with two disk drives
b. the color monitor (for viewing art work)
c. the monochrome monitor with keyboard
d. graphic tablet with pen
e. the program software on a master disk
Art work is created with a pen and graphic tablet.
The created image appears on the color monitor. The
monochrome monitor and keyboard provide instructions
and assistances. There are 512 pixels displayed
horizontally and 480 vertically. The paint program is
a menu-driven module which has many special functions.
The following illustration is an example of this menu.
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Menu:
fund :
Solid Paint
Current Co Lor
Color - 127
Hue - 0
Lutnin - 236
Satur - 0
INSTRUCTIONS
Arcronico) System
To start, depress
2300(ca) Paint Srusn is now reaa y .
your pen on any nenu item or draw.
Monochrome Monitor Screen
Help
2rsh
0.1.
nPnt
nEdt
oCeo
nDrw
Fll
nLst
oTtr
Color Monitor Screen with Menu
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This system has 16.7 million possible colors. The color
palette contains 256 spots to mix, edit and copy color.
Also, the program is equipped with 27 various sizes and
shapes of paint brushes.
A. Visual Structure
A grid provided a visual structure, logical
explanation and appropriate solution for the design. When
the grid is functional, design becomes visually
effect i ve .
First, the title poster, Arts in Rochester, was drawn
on the PC 2000. According to the design of this poster, a
grid was constructed. (Figure 4.) The grid which is built
in the program was overlayed on the title poster, and a
compositional grid was drawn by using the Draw and Line
functions on the menu.
This diamond shaped grid determined the position,
angle and size of design segments such as geometric
shapes, photographs and type. The grid subdivided spaces
to serve different design purposes, and organize ideas.
-17-
(Figure 4.)
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2. Grabbing
The Artronics 2000 system is equiped with an image
grabbing option. Visual information enters through the
video camera which is attached to the computer system.
The image can be displayed on the color monitor in color
or black and white. After the image is displayed it may
be manipulated with other options and saved to disk.
All the photographs that are presented on the
posters were scanned in as black and white images.
Brightness and contrast of the images were adjusted.
Once the images were focused and visually correct, they
were stored on the user's disk.
Selecting the photographs to be scanned was very
crucial. Visual impressions of the original photographs
and images which showed on the screen were not always
the same. Small details of the photo did not appear or
were hard to recognize on the screen. Most of the times,
close-up shots were transmitted more successfully than
the others. The value scale of these grabbed images made
16 gradual tones from black to white.
C. Image transfer
The grabbed images on the Artronics 2000 were
transfered to the PC 2000 by connecting the two
computers with a cable. One end of the cable was
connected into the slot of the Artronics 2000 and the
other end to the PC 2000. Once these systems were set
up, color palette and image files were transferred.
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The Artronics PC 2000 system has a special function
which is called Sort on the M. Geo (Geometric Menu).
The Sort
function organizes the 16 values of grey into a single
row of gradated tones which appears on the left corner
of the color palette. Manipulation, such as color
shifting, retouching, posterizing, etc. became much
easier. Another advantage of working on the PC 2000
system is that procedures take less time.
D. Composition for the Background
As a basic structure, the geometric shapes which
continue through the whole project were composed
on the grid. The composition from one panel connects to
the next by keeping the same angle or continuing the
line. Color of these geometric shapes were shades of a
special coded color. To get the airbrush effect, the
color palette had to be altered by selecting M. Edit,
Copy Color and Spread. After shaded colors were
established on the color palette, the effects were
achieved on the images by selecting M. Geo., then Shade.
These pictorial forms suggest open air and vitality.
Often, the colors vaporize into space by shading.
Background composition was based on the outline design
of the first visual solution.
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E. Visual Solution for Each Poster
1 . Arts in Rochester
This poster displays a color coded system for each
category of art. Red, yellow, purple, blue and
grey which were the base colors of the series, were
shaded from high to low values. To achieve this effect,
the color palette was altered by selecting M. Edit (Edit
Menu), Copy Color and Spread functions. Then, geometric
shapes were shaded by selecting M. Geo. and Shade.
2. Eastman House
Composition was kept very simple on this poster.
Only two photos and black and red were used. The image
of Eastman House was reduced once and was enlarged again
to give a pixel ized effect. The familiar architecture
of the Eastman House and the 3A Folding Pocket Kodak
camera from the museum's collections created a powerful
v i sual statement .
3. Rochester Museum and Science Center
The photos that were used on this piece were
a small example of that collection which the museum has.
Among their numerous archaeological and ethnographic
objects from all over the world, the ceramics chosen,
called 'Heart Line Deer Jar' (early 20th century)
and 'Burnished Blackware
Bowl' (1940) were, originated
from the Pueblos. Pueblo Indians are known for their
ceramic art. Their pottery is decorated with stylized
motifs featuring animals, plants and bold geometric
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patterns. The intriguing patterns on the pottery were
enlarged to use as the background. The background
patterns were created by repeating the enlarged patterns
horizontally and vertically. (Figure 5.)
Then, the created pattern was superimposed on the red
shaded geometric shape. This computer has the ability of
copying the image in a different size, flipping,
flopping and distorting.
4. Strong Museum
Two photographs from the Strong Museum collection
were used on this poster. The pattern on the background
was developed from the motif of 'Flow Blue Foot Bath'
(1850). The technique used was similar to that of the
Science Center.
5. Eastman Theatre
The composition of the overall image became busier
than that of previous posters. The interior and exterior
of the Eastman Theatre were the main motif of this
piece. Images were cropped to fit in the angled shape
that was established by the grid. The chandelier from
the theatre was cut out, cleaned, enlarged and used as a
textured effect. The image of the interior was
posterized for dramatic effect. The poster izat i on was
achieved by color shifting on the M. Geo. function.
6. Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
A third color was used on this poster. Blue as the
-22-
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basic color, black and shades of red were introduced.
The pattern was developed from the logo of the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra. The pattern was used like a rubber
stamp effect by copying in various sizes. The color of
each pattern (logo) was shifted into different shades and
hues after they were copied.
Also, photographic images were posterized by shifting
colors. The images transformed into the high contrasted
illustrations. The upper and lower images of orchestra
members were from the same photographs. They were cut
out to use as two seperate images.
7. Art! City places, People Places
The sculpture and architecture shown on this
poster are outdoors in downtown, Rochester.
They are 'Mercury', 'Twist', 'Wings', and city hall. The
public art of the city speaks about the past and present
of Rochester through visual language. Also, the Broad
Street bridge was posterized and portrayed as if it was a
shadow behind a scene. Each of these images was developed
by shifting colors separately to achieve harmony with each
other and the background.
The layered effect was achieved by superimposing one
image on top of the other.
This is one of the most complicated compositions in
all the posters. Naturally, this piece had the most photo
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images, and the characteristics of the images were so
different. These images were related in some ways, but
on the other hand, they were totally different. This piece
was treated as a collage that created pleasant sensation.
The collage is an unique and effective art form to
illustrate the complexity of modern life.
8. Memorial Art Gallery
Memorial Art Gallery is an art museum for the city of
Rochester, which has established a warm and close
relationship with the people in the community. The gallery
has a collection from contemporary arts to the whole
history of man's creative expressions. It was very
difficult to choose the art object for this poster. There
were many ranges and characters of the collections that
could be selected. Combining old and new images on the
poster was one of the important considerations. The images
that were used were Clef De Voute (middle age), Catherine
(16th), Bronze "s" (19th) and Vertebrae (20th). Arched
windows from the interior of the gallery surrounded the
above sculptures as a background.
Numerous color shiftings and distortion were achieved.
Distortion was another technique which produced the
quality of drawn illustration. For instance, the image of
the arched windows on the background are distorted by
enlarging the percentages of vertical and horizontal
lengths differently. (Figure 6.) This approach required
unlimited amounts of experimentation, but the result was
-25-
( F i gure 6. )
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qu i te impressi ve .
9. Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance Theater
Expressing the spirit of the dance theater was the
main concern of this poster. Creating such radiance
and energy on two dimensional space was a big
challenge. The background shape was formed as spot
light on the stage. Fast movements of the dancers in
the enchanting bright colored costumes , were clear
descriptive image of the Bucket Dance Theater.
The photographs were posterized and flipped to
harmonize with the design of background. Some of the
details of photographs were ignored, but contrast
between tones and values of the colors were enhanced
to exaggerate the essence of the images. Most slots of
the color palettes were altered into shades of blue,
yellow, red and grey.
10. GeVa Theatre
While visiting the GeVa Theatre, the windows, the
doors and the entrance of the old building were
visually very impressive. The building had a dramatic
quality and attraction by itself. That was exactly what
was described on this poster. The actual parts of the
building were cut out of the photograph and placed
as if they were one of the stage settings for a play.
The scene of play used, was from 'The Lion In
Winter'
by James Goldman.
The colors of the image were shifted to convert
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the half-tone to a line copy effect (less tone).
11. Wr i ters and Books
The important components of this poster were words,
books, a person who reads books and library. These
images constructed this poster, but also related to
each other to tell a story about the literary arts. The
lines of letters which appear as a textured effect were
from a poetry in the poem book, 'Writing on the Wall'
and 'American Verse of the Nineteenth Century'. They
were not meant to be read, but to represent literature.
A page of the poem book was scanned in, distorted,
shifted color and copied on the background design. Then
the above stated titles, were overlapped on top of the
poetry. (Figure 7.)
12. Highland Park Bowl
The Highland Park Bowl is a celebration of the
community performing arts during the lilac season.
The friendly and relaxing atmosphere fills the air on
the early summer nights. The performers and the
audiences become one under the dazzling stage lights.
In many cases, even though high-quality photographs
were scanned in, the results were very poor. The common
reason was that the computer had limited resolution.
Simply, the computer would not pick up every little
detail of the photograph. Conversely, simpler graphic
images tend to pick up better.
The shading function was experimented to express
the beam of light on the background.
-28-
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Wfcff*
Blue
The above diagrams illustrated how shading created
the light effect. First, the background shape was
divided into two parts, then shaded separately. Next, on
top of the red, white, and blue shaded background, the
other two parts were shaded.
13. Eastman School of Music
The design of this poster "became very simple and
eventually less hues were used. The music notes are the
scanned image which is from 'French Suite' by J. S.
Bach. Notes are hardly readable because reading the
music is not the intention. They are used only as the
texture effect on the background.
14. Rochester Institute of Technology
Four different photographs were put together and
cropped to recreate one connected piece of an image. All
the hands of the image are facing toward the center.
The photographs were flipped or flopped for that purpose
by using the M. Geo. and Copy. The parts that were not
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needed were deleted by erasing with brushes of
background color. (Figure 8.) The left corner was
shaded wi th grey.
IV. Image off the Screen
A. Film Recording
Instead of shooting slides or negative film from the
computer screen, the film recorder which is attached with
the PC 2000 was used. As a result, the color came out
closer to the original images, and the amount of
distortion was much less than it would be shooting the
images off the screen with 35mm camera.
Several brackets of exposure were experimented to
find the best resulting color. The film used, was
Kodacolor VR, ASA 100. The tested value of the exposure
on red blue and yellow are as followed.
Red Blue Yell CM/) prefered result
High 8 8 6 Red
Medi urn 6 6 4 Blue
Low 4 4 2 Ye 1 1 ow
As the chart indicates, red was brighter and a
better quality of color with high exposure. The red
became darker as the exposure got lower. The best quality
of blue was achieved with medium exposure.
-31
(F i gure 8. )
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B. Hard Copy
To make the hard copy, the only option which was
available for this project was developing photo prints
from the negative or slides. The test prints, 3
l/2"x5u
were made. The color on the Cibachrome prints from the
slides were very artificial looking. Shaded colors were
most unnatural, because higher value of colors were too
strong and lower values of colors were barely received.
Surprisingly, the Kodacolor VR film was produced more
natural and softer colored prints. (Figure 9.)
To examine the design structure of the posters,
grids were overlaid on the images. (Figure 10.)
Generally, the distortion of the images was not
great enough to be noticed, although the horizontal
lengths were stretched comparing to the original images.
As the following illustration, the change of the grid
shows the amount of the distortion that occured from the
screen images to the hard copies.
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IV. Verbal Communication
A. Layout
Black and white copies,
ll"xl2"
were made from the
test prints of the posters. The titles and slogans of each
organization were laid on the copies. At this point, two
different grids were made into transparencies for
convenience and effectiveness. (Figure 11.) The grids that
were used on the layouts, were as followed.
\ / \ / / |\ /
/ \ / \ / \ y \ / \/
-> / \ \ / \ / \ / /
/ \ \ / \ / \ / \ /
\ / \ /\ / N / \ / /
/ \ / \ / \ / \ / \ /
\ / \ \ / \ / \ / x /
/ \ N. / \ / \ /
X / X / \ / . - / ~ /
/ " / 1/ / N, / \ / ,
/ y \ y
. '/ ^v / N /
/ .
/' N / ' / / \ / .
B. Typesetting
The Compugraphic Edit Writer 7500 was used to typeset
the verbal information. The Edit Writer 7500 is a
computerized photo typesetter which has numerous functions
and typefaces. Selecting the appropriate typeface for the
project was a very important decision. The typeface
should
not only be legible, but visually creative and
interesting. The choice was the
'Helio' family. The font,
Helio is one of the sans serif
typefaces that is easier to
read, with well
designed letter form. Following is a
specimen of Hel io. (Figure 12.)
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(Figure 11.)
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(Figure 11.)
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
aaAA
(Fi gure 12. )
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Selecting the size and weight of type, letter
spacing, leading and line length have to be controlled.
The chart of design methodology indicated that the size
of the type became gradually small to large and light to
heavy toward the 7th, 8th poster and gets smaller and
heavier again toward the last poster. The letter spacing
was tightened by subtracting points from the regular
spacing.
(Figure 13.)
Thesis Writers
Thesis and
Thesis Books
spacing Writers
spacing and
spacing Books
Writers
and
Books
(Figure 13.)
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C. Overlay
The final photo prints (12"xl3 3/4") were developed,
and the verbal information was laid on the boards. These
boards were exactly the same size as the images. The
positive films were developed from the layouts. Black type
on clear transparencies were overlaid on the final prints
of the fourteen posters. (Figure 13.)
V. Conclusion
Design is a complicated thinking process. There is no such
thing as one absolute answer to a design problem. Very often,
design could not be explained with logical reasons. But I, as
a graphic designer, have searched for a conceptual design,
rather than a random design out of intuition.
The challenge of this project was to communicate to the
public with my own creative visual expressions in recreating
original images into more powerful statements.
Developing images on the computer screen had many
disadvantages. For instance, the computer screen was too small
to design large work. It was very hard to predict how
distortion would occur when the images were printed. Each
little pixel on the screen gave a jagged look when the image
was enlarged to actual size.
Therefore, creativity has to work against the odds, and
it has to jump over the limitations. But, if the designer
could overcome all these difficulties, a computer becomes only
another convenient tool which helps to develop a whole new
-45-
world of creativity. No matter what kind of a medium that
is used, the creativity brings out aesthetic sense,
spirit and an even stronger understanding of the idea. It is
true that any image could be used in the posters, but not
every image is suitable and effective for the purpose. The
ugly pictures and forms that assault our eyes must be
re-designed more pleasingly and interestingly in an aesthetic
sense. The designers must realize that they have the
responsibility to create the visually pleasant environment in
this soc i ety .
The project is completed. If these posters lead people to
take a closer look at the rich cultural background that we
fortunately own, then the time and effort that I have invested
was worthwhile. The countless days and nights I have spent in
the computer room will be remembered as beautiful memories for
the rest of my 1 i f e .
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st of the Photographs
Arts in Rochester
International Museum of Photography, Eastman House
a. 3A Folding Pocket Kodak;
"Rochster" by George Eastman House, p. 30
b. George Eastman House;
from a brochure
Rochester Museum and Science Center
a. Burnished Blackware Bowl, p. 15
b. Heart-Line Deer Jar, p. 14
(from "Face to Face" by Rochester Museum and Science Center)
Strong Museum
a. Grecian Center Table, 1825-1850
b. Flow Blue Footbath, 1850
(from Strong Museum)
Eastman Theatre
Eastman Theatre;
"Eastman School of Music" (official bulletin)
by University of Rochester, cover & p.l
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra
a. Concert;
from R.P.O
b. Conductor;
from a brochure
Art! City Spaces, People Places
a. Mercury (p. 14)
b. The Twist (p. 12-13)
c. Ornamental Detail from the Architecture of City Hall (p. 33)
d. Millrace Channeled below Rundel Memorial Building (p. 18-1?)
e. Wings (p. 38)
f. New City Hall (p. 32)
(from "Of Town & The River" by Jean France)
Memorial Art Gallery
a. "Clef De Voute', French, XIV Century (p. 41)
b. 'Catherine', 1478-1536, byAntonello Gogini (p. 61)
c. 'The Bronze "s"' by Alexander Calder (p. 113)
(from a hand book, "Memorial Art Gallery" by University of
Rochester)
d. 'Vertebrae' by Henry Moore;
9. Grath Fagan's Bucket Dance Theatre
a. Norwood Pennewell
b. Steve Humphrey in 'From Before'
c. The Company in 'From Before'
(from Bucket Dance Theatre)
10. GeVa Theatre
a. 'The Lion in Winter' by James Goldman
b. GeVa Theatre
(from GeVa Theatre)
11. Writers and Books
(the photos from Local History, Rundel Memorial Public
Li brary)
12. Highland Park Bowl
a. 'The Sound of Music';
"Broadway Musicals" by Martin Gottfried, p. 197
b. Highland Park Bowl ;
from City Photographer
13. Eastman School of Music
a. Rayburn Wriqht;
"Eastman School of Music", official bulletin 1985-1986
by University of Rochester, p. 27
b. Music from French Suite by J. S. Bach
14. Rochester Institute of Technology
the photos from "R1T Graduate Study / 85", hand book, p. 71
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